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• A Great Bond Reaction
• Inventories and Cycles
• Exploiting Tariff Risks
• Reverberating Inventories
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A sudden bond advance continues. What started as a flight to safety from uncertain equity markets
has kept on going.
Strikingly, a generally rally for all risk assets has now developed, dragging up up equities as well as
seemingly unrelated assets like gold and bitcoins.
The only asset shunned right now is cash. This is not stable.
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A Great Bond Reaction. If lower bond yields
were unjustified last month, they are more so now.
Short rates are now pricing in fully two 25 bp rate
cuts in the US within months, with more to follow.
Why should the Fed cut now? Because investors think that a deflationary derailment of the
global expansion is a renewed existentialist control
risk for central banks, requiring renewed extreme
measures. Another possibility, that we are just
passing through in a transient economic pause with
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inflation broadly unchanged, is discounted for the
moment.
Tariff and sanctions shocks to the basic environment for business have certainly had discernible
effects already. Whatever measures are actually
imposed and kept in place, their possibility has already triggered precautionary responses–in inventories and investment–that have at caused at least
a transient pause in business conditions.
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sense of proportion, I show a non-linear fit to the
trend of accumulation in nominal US inventories.
Through 1Q, US inventories have moved slightly
higher, putting us in a position for a period of
slower inventory build ahead, but not necessarily
a full recession.
Inventories correspond to the accumulation of
all the varied intermediate products of a modern
economy. Specialization and trend growth means
all these partial products are normally accumulated
steadily. Only the change of changes in inventories
impact GDP.
When US inventories got ahead of themselves
in 2014, calling for slower builds through 20152016, the negative impact was felt in a choppy
series of negative impacts on GDP. When manufacturers and importers got their confidence back, the
return to normal inventory build boosted growth,
again in a choppy fashion, during 2017-18. But, by
early 2019 inventory building was so fast that a correction is highly likely sometime around mid-2019.
(See Chart right, below, which shows inventory levels, changes, and changes of changes.)
Unstable financial markets may find these shifts
alarming since they seem to suggest deeper underlying trends. They should not. Inventory adjustments alone, without other cyclical shocks, are
never likely to cause a business cycle turning point
alone.

Inventories and Cycles. We have clearly
bumped into a surprisingly broad-based global inventory cycle. It is the only explanation for a nearly
simultaneous jolt to world manufacturing and trade
in January- February with little counterpart in services production or consumer spending. Many have
taken the jolt as an omen of general recession, but
that is hardly necessary. In particular, the absence
of a credit crunch makes a general downturn unlikely.
For various reasons, which I will get into below,
I believe the inventory adjustment will be reflected
in US statistics with a delay. That is too bad, because US inventory data is some of the best and
most detailed in the global system and this delay
will be confusing for analysts and investors. Below
I report nominal US inventories, ex-oil and farm
product, that excludes items with unusually large
price moves. (See Chart left, below.)
An important feature of the slow global recovery from the Great Recession has been a series of
mild US, and global, inventory undulations ever
since. Possibly reacting to the nightmarish excess
of 2008, and possibly finding it difficult to manage very long global supply chains, manufacturers
and importers have been through a series of inventory mini-cycles since the Great Recession. These
may seem more important than ever before given
the low trend growth now prevailing. To give a
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a big part of the extra price of goods sold is a
pure tax transfer from consumers to home producers, area A. Of course, this windfall transfer is why
back-room deals with domestic producers are so
common in banana republics, in fact almost defines
them. Notice there is no public sector tax revenue
left in this particular case, when everything settles
down.
Whatever the eventual self-inflicted damage of
these tariffs, which may be significant, their preannouncement has clearly motivated importers. A
surge in Chinese exports during 2018 has already
happened, an important part of which has doubtless contributed to the surge in US inventories we
have seen. Whatever the quarterly noise in reporting, the US import inventory build-up certainly
gave a boost to Chinese GDP during 2018. Once
the tariffs are imposed or, even if they are ditched,
any further build-up of speculative inventories will
no longer look so profitable, so inventories will be
run down. The biggest, delayed, damage must fall
on Chinese production, relatively little need fall on
US production. (See Chart right, below.)

Exploiting Tariff Risks. Mr. Trump’s continuous threats to impose ever-higher tariffs on Chinese imports have clearly amplified the US and
world inventory cycle. We have abundant evidence
that speculative importers have accumulated goods
on US shores in advance of the long-heralded tariffs. Either the extra goods can be sold at the same
price if tariffs are lifted, or higher prices if the tariffs remain. It was a one way bet for importers,
whatever the merits of the policy.
But why were these tariffs been proposed in
the first place? If tradable (imported) goods are
supplied by domestic companies along green Supply(1), but demand (in orange) is greater than domestic supply because foreign goods are cheaper
as supplied at P(1), then a substantial import flow
develops. Applying a tariff, can result in a situation
at P(2) where the price is high enough to attract
fresh domestic supply and encourage a cut in home
demand.1 (See Chart left, below.)
Consumers will be forced to give up goods they
could have afforded. Producers will expand production that is more expensive than necessary. These
efficiency losses are areas B+C. At the same time,
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This is the case of a small country applying a tariff in a big world. For the US the case is different, at least somewhat,
but not completely.
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conditions are much weaker as the politics of separation from Europe play out in different ways, all
of which may imply radically new business environments.

Reverberating Inventories. In the US, output
measures snapped back unconvincingly after the
global flash-crash of Jan-Feb, and some have begun
to dip again. One bright spot, a one-month surge
in consumer spending, may be partly due to consumers seeking to buy imported consumer durables
before tariffs are imposed. Otherwise, car sales
continue to edge down, and home sales are only
reluctantly recovering with lower mortgage rates.
Most importantly, an investment upturn, supposedly bought with the huge tax cut for business and
rich consumers is not materializing. Instead, business chiefs are understandably reluctant to commit
to future full of politically motivated shocks to oil
and manufactured goods prices.
After feeling the global manufacturing hiccup
and flash-crash early, the European economy seems
to have stabilized. Orders received by Taiwan and
Japan all point to a stabilization of activity in Europe, as do local surveys. Like elsewhere, the global
shock was felt mainly in industrial production and
hardly at all in construction and services. Unemployment generally has room to fall further, so job
gains and higher incomes are more likely than in
the US. Consumer spending should hold up and a
big adjustment in car sales seems to be coming to
an end. Within this general picture, Italian and UK

After brief evidence of recovery, China’s activity has turned down sharply. A sudden and brief
rebound in March has faded steadily, as unusually
weak industrial production, electricity use, and rebar and steel prices emerge. Car sales remain depressed. In response, construction, including apartment buildings, has been unleashed to meet pentup demand provoking a sustained upswing in prices.
And steel production has hit a peak that we all
hope is not going into an inventory overhang that
can dog the economy for months to come. It looks
like an emergency, and plans to roll back leverage
are going to have to go on hold as credit surges
through bank directed lending and a big new issuance of government and local guaranteed bonds.
Uncertain about what triggered the flash crash
in global activity early in the year, and what might
be driving any fresh slowdown, central bankers have
reacted in words. Their most important message is
that whatever they did in 2008-9 they can do again,
so there should be no reason for self-reinforcing
panic by investors and business planners.

Markets are responding, perhaps over-responding to an amplified inventory disturbance
created by US tariff pre-announcements. Messing with global economic pricing in the service
of a running virtual reality show is also deeply disruptive to any rational investment planning.
Mr Trump’s excursions into sanctions on Iran and tariffs on China can have unexpectedly
inflationary effects. If Iran retaliates by cutting off the Straights of Hormuz, oil prices can
go very high in the short run. If tariffs on Chinese imports are retained and expanded, an
important share of US manufactured goods prices could jump by 20-30%. So we could get
a pause in global growth, amid large and confusing inventory signals, with no fall in inflation,
possibly the worst possible case for bond and equity valuations.
Finally, I reject the popular but tiresome idea that central banks are hostages to supporting
asset valuations. We are not threatened by a financial system collapse and great depression
as we were in 2008-9. Instead, we could well be in a world with low and sticky inflation at
greatest risk of gross overkill with the policies of financial ease now priced into markets.
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